A Tribute to
Middle Michigan Development Corporation

Today, I pay tribute to and congratulate Middle Michigan Development Corporation, for its 35 years of service to the greater Mount Pleasant community.

An economic anchor of central Michigan, Middle Michigan Development Corporation has transformed the way businesses expand and compete. By working alongside new startups, established contributors and government municipalities, MMDC has bridged the gap between Michiganders and their diverse aspirations within our complex economy. Through its vast array of development services, MMDC has been able to attract, retain and expand businesses in the heart of our great state. In many ways, MMDC continues to serve as the glue that holds our local economy together. Central Michigan is a better place because of Middle Michigan Development Corporation’s hard work and involvement.

Thanks to its partners and employees’ steadfast dedication and love of Clare and Isabella Counties, our community has continued to grow in a positive direction. Under the unwavering leadership of President James McBryde, I know that Middle Michigan Development Corporation will continue to thrive in the years to come, cultivating success within our community and beyond.

On behalf of Michigan’s Fourth Congressional District, I would like to extend my thanks and congratulations to Middle Michigan Development Corporation for its achievements.
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